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PROVEN CHARGING PRODUCTS

Our charging products and our commitment are a 

major driving force in electromobility. Technagon 

products have already been in use around the world 

for many years. With numerous options, you can adapt 

the product to your requirements.

The innovative, new product portfolio sets a new 

standard and underlines our great experience.

PARTICULARY

Our product portfolio is convincing: Up to four 

payment methods at a charging station, compliant 

with calibration law, a user-friendly UI, a powerful 

charging controller, a high-quality and sustainable 

housing and maximum robustness.

The highlight of the new series is the separte 

charging unit, which offers the operator maximum 

convenience, especially in terms of service and 

calibration law.

> 15.000
charging 
points

> 37
countries

Made in
Germany

Technagon is provider of excellent
charging technology - proven, reliable
products for all public and semi-public
applications. We also offer customiza- 
tion and further development. 



INDIVIDUALISATION

Do you value an individual product? We implement 
your design in terms of color, shape and graphics 
according to your ideas. There are hardly any 
limits to our scope of services.

DEVELOPMENT

Do you want solutions that are not available yet? 
Do you have an individual requirement for your 
charging infrastructure solution? We would be 
happy to adapt the hardware and software to 
your requirements.

With the high-quality foil design, there is 
almost no limit to your creativity.
Make your individual design charging station 
Flexible, inexpensive and comfortable. You can 
integrate each charging station into a specific 
environment.

FOIL

The individual color design can be realized 
with the Film design, but also with a large, 
extensive RAL color palette and even special 
colors.

COLOR

Creativity, customer beneFits and your 
design requirements can also be incorporat-
ed into the shape - we will bring your 
charging product into your shape.

SHAPE



The unique Charging Unit opens up completely new 
possibilities in charging technology.

It is a revolution for service, the simple handling of 
calibration law and also great user-friendliness.

load management

dynamic QR

ISO15118

price transparent advertising

calibration lawgiro-e

charge control

Unique 
charging unit
displays & comfortable,
user friendly UI (HMI)



enables control of the 
charging point in real 
time

The powerful charge controller is the heart of
Technagon charging products: 

Hard- and 
Software – 
produced and
developed by
technagon

allows a tailor-made 
connection to all common 
IT backend providers via
OCPP

gives maximum felxibility, as 
access to the charge controller 
is possible at any time



The Technagon charging products

Technagon W40 - AC
practical & great

The Technagon W40 is an compact 
wallbox with two charging points that 
makes users, operators and service 
personnel happy.

Technagon W50 - DC
compact & strong

The Technagon W50 is the compact DC 
wallbox. This multi-talent can be used 
everywhere in public and semi-public 
areas - even with calibration law.

Technagon P40 / P45 
flexible & ingenious

The attractive Technagon P40 convinces 
in terms of quality, user-friendliness and 
offers operator and service maximum 
comfort.

Technagon P80
impressive & unique

The Technagon P80 perfectly unites the 
charging experience with the world of 
information and media in a high-quality, 
attractive charging station.



Equipment

TE-P5
inexpensive & compact

The TE-P5 is an inexpensive and extremly 
compact charging station. The central 
monitoring, maintenance and evaluation 
via OCPP predestines the TE-P5 for a 
variety of applications.

TE-P7
elegant & Flexible

The TE-P7 is the ideal charging station 
for public and semi-public areas. With 
their design and the model variants the 
all-rounder and an elegant appearance 
that can even be made in RAL colors or 
in special colors.

TE-P46
imposing & multimedia

The TE-P46 impresses not only with its 46 
” screen diagonal, which opens up 
extensive advertising and representa-
tion options, but also with its imposing 
size.

TE-Gateway
practical & efficient

The TE gateway is a practical solution 
for the efficient and simple adminis-
tra-tion of a charging park. In addition 
to simple configuration, it has many 
other attractive functions.



individual shape 

At Technagon hardware and software are developed 
and produced in-house. Individual customer requests 
can be implemented quick and flexible. There are 
almost no limits in creativity for shape and design of 
the charging stations. With our engineering can also 
realized new functions in white-label products.

White label 
solutions
your product - 
realized by 
Technagon

individual
display size

individual
RAL colour

individual premium
foil design



REFERENCES HIGHLIGHTS

These and many other customers trust in our 
competence:

Technagon GmbH
Brunnwiesen 38
D-94481 Grafenau

DO YOU WANT TO KNOW MORE?
Please contact us.

TELEPHONE
+49 8555 / 51700-00

E-MAIL
office@technagon.de




